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cisely represented th u s ,/2, / 3, . . . . / * ; and this furnishes us with a general and very simple notation for the reverse ope ration of that denoted b y /. For since/''/ ' (x ) = / m+n (x), if we make w = -1, w = + 1» we ^nc^/~1/ ( x ) = /° (#)
== .z with the operation / no times performed, = . T h u s / " 1 is the characteristic of that operation which must be performed o n / ( x ) to reduce it to a:: that is, of the reverse operation. This is surely a simpler and more expressive method than that of inverting the characteristic,* accentuating it on the left side,'f* or below ;J or other similar contrivances. For instance, log-1 * = 6* = 1 + i + £ + &c.
tan ' j = -T " f " T -®tc* i 3 * 5
4.
If a combination of operations, as &c. be n times re peated in their order, thus; < p .... (x ), i second and third rules of this article be denoted by (<p40": It must be observed, however, that (<p^)s is not the same as < p n ip*, except in some particular cases.
III. 1. If any number of functions of a symbol x be added, subtracted, or otherwise combined, the resulting function is expressed by the same combination of their characteristics, observing the following conditions. s. The actual multiplication of two functions < p and 4/ (z) is expressed by inserting a full point between their charac teristics, thus,
< p. ip (z ) = < p ( x )
. (•£ 3. The actual elevation of a function to any power is thus IV. 1. D is used as the sign of derivation. It is, properly speaking, the sign of an operation performed, not on quantity, but on the characteristic which it immediately precedes; by which the operation denoted by that characteristic is altered. For instance : D sin. = cos.; D cos. = -sin. But it must be observed that D log. -1 = log. -*.
2. The sign D affects only the characteristic next following it, thus, D(pf (x ) = (D<p) : / ( x ) . If it be intended to affect a combination of operations, the rule II, 2 must be observed.
Thus, D
( < p f) : x, D " (ip log. " *) : log. x* V. Every functional characteristic is affected by all the cha racteristics preceding it, in the same manner as if it were a symbol of quantity.
VI. Every characteristic of operation performed on quantity affects all which follows it, as if it were one symbol. Thus if c c 8 f (x) = ax + bx + S i c . ;w e shall have ax* + bx® -|-cxy + &c.
This rule does not extend to the signs D, , a , <?,/, £, accord ing to the remark in IV. 1. These rules will suffice to explain whatever may appear obscure or capricious in the following sheets. W e shall now proceed to their practical application.
If -(F : t h°) ( / log 1) : log t Let t' = t, and for h writing h -l, and adding or subtracting
The equation we have just arrived at affords us a method of exhibiting, in a finite form, the sum of the series in its first member, provided we possess the means of obtaining the second; and it appears, by what we have before remarked, that this can be performed, whenever F (7tD) + F (/r^D) is a rational integral function of D. This includes among the forms of F those remarkable functions denominated bv Mr. Spe n c e , " Logarithmic Transcendents," and we shall now proceed, by the help of the general property demonstrated by that author in his " Essay &c." to derive from these principles the sum mation of one of the most extensive classes of series which has yet received discussion.
Adopting Mr. Spen c e 's notation, we will represent the series
by the symbol "L (1 + x). The property then alluded to is as follows:
continued as far as it will go without involving negative powers of log.
x. Supposing then F = W L (1 writing g6 for h we obtain The second member being continued so long as it does not involve negative powers of 9. With regard to the functions 0L(2), eL (2 ), &c. we have, as is well known •j) *zx. B .
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The equation (12) by assigning specific forms 10 f (t) affords an indefinite variety of interesting results, of which we shall only notice a few, the most remarkable.
i-L et J(t)
-1 s/ -1 t . and for n write sw-1, and W -1 for 9> 
and 
------I-----r • * • T.TT" 7)
J Which compared with the value of Y ' before found (20) gives the following singular equations, The latter of these two equations affords the even values of ax in terms of the odd, and hence we are enabled to express the mark that the imaginary form here assumed by is merely apparent.
----------*4-----------; -------------------------------

sum of the series -------------------1 -----l -------
To proceed. Let the equation (1 7 ), multiplied by dQ , be inte grated between the limits 0 and 0, and we find after all reduc tions. 
. Y 2H . ^ = D~' U («).
we shall obtain, by operating in the same manner on (19) and the equations derived from it, expressing the values of the series (2 1 ) and (2 2).* 2 8 ).
In the last of these equations, if we write -20) for 0, we obtain the following equation, corresponding to (25) (ip 1 (f r +i (t)21
j ----------------------------L--------------------------] ; . (29).
These are but a few of the very singular results which may be deduced from our equation (12); but I shall forbear to extend this paper to an unnecessary length by any farther applications of it. than unity; but when n -o, the series S | | and S ^ ■ 1 -b e coming infinite, they take the forms oo x log (i) which is altogether vague and inconclusive. Our equations (27) and (28) 
III. On Functional
The determination of functions from given conditions is a point of such importance, not only in the partial differential calculus, but also in a variety of other branches, that it has occupied the attention of the most eminent Analysts, and it must be confessed, not without considerable success. Their researches, however, have hitherto extended no farther than to such conditions as involve only the unknown function, < without any of its superior or inferior orders, <p3, . . . &c, p""1, &c. It is to equations of this latter kind, therefore, that we now propose to direct our attention. The successive orders of any fu n ctio n / (x ) may be pro duced, either by actually w ritin g / (x) for x in the expression of / ( x ) , in which case the general value of j z (x ) must be concluded from induction; or more elegantly by the following method.
A ssum e/* (x) = and we h a v e /* +I ( 
If we suppose p (x,y) to denote any function of x andy, and conceive this expression substituted for , as follows ;
< t > {<? ( x>y)>y}>
we shall have the second partial function, taken with respect to
x, which we may denote thus, 1 (.r,y ). If we repeat, or conceive repeated, this operation m times, we shall have the rnxh partial function with respect to x:
If the mth partial function with respect to x be in like manner successively substituted n times for in the expression (£,y), we shall obtain a result, < pm' " {x>y) = < p (x,yj and so on for more variables, z, w, &c.
-. An equation con taining any number of the successive orders
. . . . of (jc), of a function p, and from which is to be dete mined, is called a functional equation of the order, in Thus the equation o p" x ) --( i -|-6) . ^ ) -{-bx is a functional equation of the second order, and is satisfied by the following p (x ) = a +
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An equation between any number of the partial functions «, &c (x , y ,z t &c) for determining the form of < p (x ,y ,
x, &c) is called an equation of partial functions, and its order may be denoted in the same manner. Thus o -< p 2'1 (x,y) + p1' 1 (x,y) -(<* (x,jv) + c is an equation of partial functions of the second order with two variables, and is satisfied by the equation < P ( x ,y ) Let < p (x ) be a function of x, and a certain number of con stants a9b,c9... And from this expression conceive (x ), (p® (x ) &c to be successively formed which will be functions also of a, by 8cc . If the number of these constants be nt w may thus produce n + l such functions of them, wh be respectively equal to the several orders of < p which they represent. Thus we have n + l equations quantities a9 b , c9 &c which may therefore be eliminated, an the resulting equation between x, <pa (x ), qf (x ) &c will therefore be independent on them. As far then as regards this equation they are arbitrary, so that in reascending from a functional equation which contains + l different orders of (p (not including < p° (x) or x ) na rbitrary constant introduced. The reasoning here made use of is sufficiently plausible, and in fact, no other than has been adduced in de monstration of well known and important truths. The con clusion too, to the extent of its literal meaning, is correct. But we have here to notice a paradox of a very singular nature, viz: that even in the simplest cases imaginable (such as<p2 (x) = x) the general expression for (x ) may contain, not one or two, but an unlimited number of arbitrary constants, nay even one or more arbitrary functions. A nearer attention to every step of the above reasoning will explain this paradox. But what has been said will serve to make us cautious in trust ing implicitly to all its other applications.
Problem I. To determine (x ) from the equation of (x ) = x. Assume x a function of , and u a functional charac teristic, which shall satisfy the following conditions * = (*) = ««+.
• From these, we obtain < p (x ), that is, < p ( u j or ( does not vary when % changes to z + 1, and of course must be considered as constant in the integration of (c). C therefore may be any function of . [< pu)x and thus our equation becomes
an equation from which cp (x ) may be obtained for any as signed form of the function/. Thus i f / (x ) = -f-bxt mdcccxiv. 
O
which satisfies the condition proposed ; and by g iv in g /o th er forms, we should obtain other values of < p (x ). The subsidiary function z, and the characteris then necessary to be known but as a matter of curiosity. They may however be found when < p is determined, by the resolu tion of the equation of differences < p ( x) = gives the form of the function ux in z, and z is given
Aliter. Assume as before,
. Ex. 3, To take an instance of the application of these equations to geometrical pro blems, let AM be an hyper bola whose axis is CP and centre C, and let it be re quired to find a curve am such that drawing the ordi nate PMm, making Cd = c Pm and again erecting dl parallel to PM, if this be repeated n times the last ordinate/^ shall be equal to PM. L ety = < p (x) be the equation of am andy2 = (1 -e2) ( a2 -x2) that of then = = < p (Pm) = 2 (x) and in like manner,
={(e*-j)» . j*-£=;{(«*-1)^-1} .a*}*.
Thus we see, that am is also an hyperbola, whose centre is C, and calling a' and e 'i ts semiaxis and excentr e' = x / (e*-i ) v + 1, and a ' = « . { } *
If A M be a right angled hyperbola, or = 2 , we shall have e* = \ / 2 and a! = -=; that is, am is also a right anv n gled hyperbola, having its axis ~= part of that of AM . If e be < 1, and n odd, we shall have e' also < 1. Thus if the curve A M be an ellipse, am is also a concentric ellipse. The equa tions of Ex. q. geometrically expressed afford a property of the hyperbola something similar. c 2\ i <*>« J &c = &c.
Suppose now that by any means whatever we can discover n-1 particular integrals . . . . l\ , o f (6), the original equation deprived ofits last term : then by the help of the first n-1 of these equations, the values of . are given. Du = p u, Du = qu, &c. Now these equations integrated give the following u = sf*9 u = u = gr#, &c. which are the particular integrals of the proposed, and of eourse its complete integral will be k = C . + 2C . «*' + SC . a" + &c.
